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Carpathia's forces in New Babylon are cast into utter darkness as all trace of light disappears from

the abode of the Antichrist. But all is not well for Rayford Steele and his compatriots either. The

Tribulation Force's aliases and even their Strong Tower safe house have been compromised,

forcing Rayford Steele, Buck Williams, and all the force's members to flee for their lives. The

scattered Tribulation Force is drawn inexorably toward the Middle East, as are all the armies of the

world. History is honing in on the battle of the ages. During the last year of the Great Tribulation,

safe houses are no longer safe, friends and loved ones must commemorate two lives in one

memorial service, and the cast of characters dramatically changes. By the time of the great day of

God Almighty, homes have been uprooted, new alliances forged, and the entire globe becomes a

powder keg with the fuse already burning.
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Book 11 in the Left Behind series.When I began reading this book, I was a little hazy on what had

happened in the previous books. I still remembered the major events, but some minor events of

importance I was lost on. I didn't remember a couple of the characters (ones that had been recently

introduced). After 50 pages I remembered what I needed to and the context filled me in on the rest

and the story started to really get going.I've noticed complaints about the actions of some

characters. The only one who I think acted out of character was Chloe. Her actions at the beginning

of the book were both stupid, and I think a little out of character. It served the plot, though, so we



can gloss over it. There were some surprises in character action near the end, but these were

explained well enough that I don't feel as if they were misplaced.The usual complaints about the

series apply to this book. The quality of writing is not that great, I still have problems with naming

one of the primary characters "Buck", and much of the books seem to be heavy handed. However,

when I'm reading the book I forget all about that and I can't put it down. There is something

incredibly compelling about the Left Behind series. Maybe it is seeing God take such a prominent

role in a popular novel. Maybe it is just how quickly and easily the series reads, but there is

something about it that makes me want to keep reading and gets me involved in the story. Maybe it

is God working through these books, if such a thing is possible.The story begins late in the

Tribulation. A plague of darkness and pain is on the city of New Babylon, the capitol of the

Anti-Christ, Nicolae Carpathia.
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